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Is the success of the Stan
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these elements are not menti
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THREE IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 
t heavy e ements such as sodium, iron, and magnesium were 
occurr ng within the inter or of the sun? 
e heavy e ements are currently being created within the inter or of 

dard Solar Model dependent on the presence of these heavy 
t questions. The reasons that these questions arise are: 
onstrated that heavy atoms are present in the atmosphere of the sun; however, 

oned as part of the Standard Solar Model. 
sented for the presence of a limited number of heavy atoms in the solar wind; 
eavy elements is not addressed. 

nesis mission scientists anticipate that isotopes from throughout the periodic table 
lar wind. 

e your reasons for answering questions one and two as 
earch as necessary. You may want to divide up the 
s lines of research that your team deems important. 
nd for your oral presentation (see #4). 

ains the origin of heavy elements in the sun and the 

ted oral presentation of your model for comment and 

 to question #3 and make an assessment of the impact the 
olar Model. Write your assessment on a piece of paper and 
presence of heavy 
hand it in to the 
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